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What we do

- “Informal working group” of the DDI Alliance
- 2-3 meetings each year

- Find the latest work others in the field are doing
- Learn about upcoming changes to the DDI standard
- Increase interoperability among our applications
- Get feedback and advice regarding tool implementation
- Exchange experiences and come up with new development ideas
Google Group

Group:
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!forum/ddi-developers

Email:
ddi-developers@googlegroups.com
Agenda

- **Samuel Spencer**: Using the Canard Questionnaire Suite to produce and publish DDI Metadata.
- **Ingo Barkow**: A first look on the generic DDI-L version of the Rogatus Survey/Case Management System
- **Jannik Jensen and Olof Olsson**: Updates on the XSLT stylesheets for DDI
- **Arofan Gregory and Andrew DeCarlo**: The OpenDataforge Tools Suite – Forging a Community
- **Jeremy Iverson and Dan Smith**: Colectica: Now with DDI 3.2
- **Marcel Hebing**: DDI on Rails and r2ddi: Building a Workflow for Panel Documentation
- **Olof Olsson and Jannik Jensen**: DDI-RDF Tools takes your DDI-XML to the DISCO